ElsaGate, now includes games, live action and animation
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The Outer Dark
Hi everyone, thank you so much for enabling me to continue my research - here are the links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9_WgCXn5z4 and: https://www.youtube.com/user/BabyGamesGaming/videos

Greg Williams
I feel that it is all basically still about sexualising children. Let's take the porn industry. In the early days it was just missionary etc etc, as people become accustomed to it, they needed to spice it up, swinging off chandeliers, gang bangs etc. - - - Fast forward to 2017, it's really about about humiliation, degrading a submissive, causing pain etc... people apparently get off on that. - - - OK now relate that to pedophilia, starts of innocent, and it morphs into other area's, the same as above (I don't want to be more explicit than that). - - -
A quick google of these fetishes you mentioned, bug squashing etc, these vids actually exist with people squashing bugs, worms etc under a boot or shoe or bare feet...managed to find several links to vids (short like 15 secs+) of people doing just that - - - yes on porn sites. Needless to say I quickly got out of there hahaha. - - - From what I explained above, I believe pedofilia has progressed past run of the mill child abuse and been 'spiced up' to take in peoples fetishes that already exist in normal, run of the mill porn. Take for instance the spinal operation, I remember a game they marketed called 'operation' http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/10/29/1414599181961_Image_galleryImage_Operation_KO.jpg.JPG years back, where you basically pulled out the body parts. Now they have sexualised it to inflict pain. Fast forward to when this generation watching Boop Boop TV or whatever it's called grow up. They are already programmed to this NEW WAY of sex, I would say for self gratification etc. - - - Like the gymp, gasmask etc, its all about removing the human element from your victim. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Anyway I won't go on, it's just my take from the quick bit of research I did on fetishes etc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - My only fetish is BEER hahahaha - - - Cheers

The Outer Dark

thanks heaps Greg :) I will look into these. It really is some kind of strange fetish thing, I think, like you say. Something very strange is happening!

David Jackson

Hi to Ed and all of Ed's Patreons,

I have had some thoughts on this ElsaGate stuff, and I do hope that I've just gone too far down the Rabbit Hole and have totally lost my mind:

Remember the Goddard Tunnel opening ceremony? I think at the conclusion of the ceremony, which is meant to represent the conclusion of the NWO plans, the goat-headed deity is finally revealed to the masses as the new god to worship. This fits also with what Albert Pike wrote about with regards to the purposes of a third world war. Well, it just seems to me that this current young generation might be meant to grow up into such a world, and thus the social conditioning for such morally deprived 'civilisation' has started on them, so that when the goat-headed god is revealed, they will be ready and willing to accept it, and the 'customs' of that new society will already be familiar to them...

Those are just my thoughts, anyway, here's hoping that I'm completely wrong...

The Outer Dark

yeah, I remember that tunnel ceremony - I think you have an interesting idea there. It could be something like that - like a moral attack or something akin to that. Steaming from the occult - or Soros links. Once we get more info we might be able to figure it out. Hopefully.

Michael Trail

Greg and David. You both have good points. I can't quite grasp what we have here and why it's allowed to continue to go on. Except we try to follow the money. That always seems to be the way to go Ed. Where is this coming from and how is the content being produced so fast. It has the gimmicky feel of Japanese cartoons and many of their anime is very sexual. And I have seen their porn and it is weird. Like Greg said things start "soft" if you will and get progressively worse. Just as cable TV shows were said to be edgy
then HBO and Showtime had shows and they were worse. Violence, sex, drug use and such is so normal for TV that I found it mine out long ago. People that I have to watch this show or that show and they are just too much. Breaking Bad and Game of Thrones are 2 shows I cannot watch. Just too graphic. And I did read the GOT books. They were considered high fantasy. No language or overt sex. Just a great story with great characters. The line between good and bad was never clear and in the show at least the episodes I could stomach it was warping the love and tragedy of the books with filth. I'm not a prude but this stuff keeps getting shoved in our faces. I still feel like these cartoons have some sort of programming triggers from trauma based mind control. They seem hypnotic at times. With the same themes and scenes over and over. I find them very sickening and disturbing. I feel they are for a culture outside of the west. It just seems made from the far east. On a side not Ed. 2 great short films from Oats Studios one is Firebase and the other is an eerie portrayal of what an alien invasion would be like and it nails it. Rakka. You being a guy that likes a good alien theme will love these films. We will keep digging Ed.

Elizabeth M
I'm with you on pretty much everything you say, Michael. These definitely feel rushed and gimmicky, but the weirdly specific fetish-like themes and everything just makes it really feel like there is something underlying about it. The fact that they are hypnotic and repetitive just confirms the thought that something more sinister is going on with them.

I think it does seem like they are from another culture because they are so different feeling and cheap compared to other current "western" cartoons. Not that western cartoons aren't also full of violence and sometimes crude content. Unfortunately, I don't have any concrete opinion on it, and I am afraid to go down the rabbit hole. :-/

This "filth" does keep getting shoved in our faces as an adult, and I definitely get made fun of for not wanting to watch it to the point of avoiding it. My parents were pretty strict with what I was allowed to watch growing up, so I wonder if that actually kept me from being conditioned to accepting all of it like some others do. So cartoons like that.. who knows what it's really grooming children for and what their future will be.

Kundalini and Celltowers
Agreed on GOT. I bought all the seasons and am stuck somewhere in season 2 or so, or whenever the sadism got too much and interfered with the story's enjoyment. Unnecessarily graphic. Like when the 2 women had sex with a man being tortured before they cut off his penis. It didn't really help the storyline, and I felt degraded, which was probably the real point to the scene (and others like it). I mean, if we can sit and view that (which means implicit acceptance), where will we finally draw the line? You know, with Crowley-ites, there are no rules, because there is no God and there is no meaning. It's a dark place that I have no interest in visiting.

The Outer Dark
I am sorting out a place where you can all hang out if you want :) a discord chat, to share information on :) still working on that - yeah, I seen that movie just before you recommended - that was a pretty freaky kind of idea - just humans as slaves pretty much etc.. seems to be the common theme these days :/
Kundalini and Celltowers
Been watching Black Pigeon Speaks, High Impact Flix, and SGT Report RE how the Canadian high court ruled that bestiality is legal; that not using the appropriate pronoun (from what, out of 20?) can land you in jail now; if parents doesn't respect their 5 year old daughter's wish for sex change can result in the child being removed from the home; and how the US Department of Justice has an internal memo outlining its plan to normalize 12 perversions, including bestiality and pedophilia. This global move has Rothschild/Occultism/Luciferianism written all over it. I do agree with you that the view numbers appear artificially inflated and that this apparently coordinated onslaught smacks of a psychological operation, attempting to embed various sexual fetishes into very young children. The children and other characters get pregnant eating M&Ms. Elsa and Malefescent fight over who will have a baby with Spiderman. I don't get what the bug squishing is about, but I agree with you that there is a hidden language here. Thank you, Ed, for all your effort to decode this sick world. Maybe YouTube could begin to censor "fake" children's cartoons like these, since they claim to be so concerned with fakeness these days. :(

The Outer Dark
Thank you so much :) SGTReport is a friend of mine :) I really love his channel. Also I watch High Impact Fix as well. Great channel. Thank you so much!

Dan Fitzgerald
I'm starting to think this is an experiment by Google to see if A.I can take what is popular or trending on the Web and make original content using what it finds as subject matter for the story. It would explain the artificially inflated views, they probably do it to put it at the top of any searches. And the A.I would be using the metrics to adjust what worked and what was unpopular. This is disturbing if true, because I now know 5 rare fetishes that are probably not as rare as we thought? Lol.

Write a comment ...
Thanks heaps! I will put the money to good use :) 

Don't have much else to offer sorry :/ but I am so grateful to you for helping fund this operation!

Your Current Reward:

- 1: $1 or more per month · 58 patrons
- 2: $2 or more per month · 25 patrons
- 3: $3 or more per month · 47 patrons
Once again, thank you so much! But I don't have any rewards or anything :/ just a heartfelt thank you!
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